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"Passions and Interests is a superb book. It insightfully links American politics research with normative democratic theory. As such, Pomper’s work will likely influence empirical analyses and normative discussions of American parties for a long time."—American Review of Politics

"Must reading for serious students of political parties, this volume will also interest anyone concerned with the prospects for democratic government."—Choice

"Pomper’s book is well written and provides a panoramic, insightful, and judicious exploration of the various intersecting dimensions between political thought and the study of parties."—Journal of Politics

"This book will take its place as one of the most important to be published on political parties in this or any decade. In the quality of thought and the intellectual intensity of the arguments made, the range of knowledge applied and the centrality of the issues addressed, and the creativity and originality of the enterprise as a whole, this study is outstanding. At a point in time when political parties worldwide are receiving renewed attention for the essentialness of their contributions to democratic performance, Pomper’s thinking should prove enormously influential. A gem!"—William Crotty, Northwestern University

"In linking together political theory and political science, Pomper reminds us of the grand tradition of Michels and Ostrogorski. This book is a major contribution to our understanding of democracy by one of America’s leading political scientists."—Vernon Bogdanor, Brasenose College, Oxford University

Gerald M. Pomper is Board of Governors professor of political science emeritus at Rutgers University-New Brunswick’s Eagleton Institute of Politics. He is the author or editor of twenty-one books, including On Ordinary Heroes and American Democracy.
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